


With its statement shelf, size and stature, 
Allt is a significant presence within open-plan 
environments; a calm oasis in an otherwise 
distracting workplace.

It’s vital we create
meaningful destinations in
the contemporary workplace.

Allt worktables are designed for six 
to fourteen people, for workspaces 
where the collaborative is as 
important as the personal, and the 
casual valued above formality.



AloneTogether
Allt worktables support individual 
work in a team environment



In the springtime of hybrid 
working, the office needs 
to add value, and exercise 
a magnetic pull to justify 
the commute. 

Within our Relationship Buildings research, we identified 
12 design ideas key to the revival of prosperous 
work environments, and to creating better-connected 
experiences than the ones we’re capable of having at 
home. ‘Alone Together’ tabling is one of these key ideas. 

As we migrate away from the assigned personal desk, we 
gravitate to tables where we can work privately, but near to 
our colleagues. This proximity encourages spontaneous, 
informal interaction and collaboration, enabling ideas to be 
exchanged or refined without the rigidity, expectations and 
constraints of a formally timetabled meeting. 



Supercharging connections between colleagues is 
now an organisations priority. In a recent report from 
Gensler Research Institute (2023) respondents to a 
global survey outlined that the number one priority 
when returning to work is to ‘sit with my team’.

Allt worktables facilitate 
activity-based working, while 
allowing effective, efficient 
work away from the personal 
desk, and encouraging the 
exchange of ideas.

engagementeffortless





And, in our continued drive to make every Orangebox 
product as environmentally smart as can be, we have 
also endeavoured to keep the materials and processes 
involved in its production to the minimum.

The Programme for the Endorsement 
of Forestry Certification ensures that 
forest-based products being specified by 
our customers have been sourced from 
sustainably managed forests.

Allt’s solid oak frame is sourced from 
a carefully selected and managed 
renewable forest. 

Wood isgood



From flexible architecture to task chairs, 
Orangebox are persistently striving to get the 
most out of a products’ materials to have the 
least environmental impact possible. The design 
and engineering teams call this, ‘more from less’. 
It’s this philosophy that has allowed Allt to tread 
lightly in comparison to similar products in the 
marketplace.
 
Material efficiencies and packaging refinement 
have allowed Allt to significantly minimise its 
carbon impact.

treading
lightly

A six-person worktable 
achieving a carbon 
footprint of 71kgCO2e.



Made from solid European white oak, the Allt table 
range is a companion product to the successful 
BAE collection of worktables. 

Allt delivers the robust and durable performance 
demanded from large-scale collaborative tables, yet, 
thanks to a structure that’s been consciously reduced 
to the minimum, succeeds in having a light footprint.

and
People gravitate towards 
places with a hand-made, 
comfortable feeling.



a celebration of 
contemporary lines, 
natural wood and craft 
manufacturing. 

Allt’s refined leg 
architecture is designed to 
provide as much free leg 
space as possible, and is

architecture
refined

leg



This aesthetic finds an echo in the raised 
statement shelf, which conceals a convenient LED 
task light and is positioned to offer visual privacy 
at seated eye-level. 

Allt’s large worktops are split 
in half lengthways, facilitating 
manufacture, installation and 
reconfiguration and creating
a fresh design aesthetic. 

a fresh
aesthetic

design



ensuring the elegant and refined 
structure isn’t compromised by 
unsightly cable risers.

To deliver easy-access worktop 
power, the floor cable feed has 
been concealed within the 
wood frame, 

easy-
worktoppower

access
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Width Width WidthDepth Depth Depth

Oak Round Pluckout Hatch Shelf with LED light stripFenix 2630 Piombo DohaLight Oak Fenix 0720 Nero Ingo

Dark Distressed Oak

*Upcharge for models with power

Pablo Circa Lamp - Graphite

Fenix 0724 Grigio Bromo

Oak stained to Black Top Power 
(see power section for options)

Pablo Circa Lamp - WhiteFenix 0718 Grigio LondraOack stained to Walnut Top Power
(see power section for options)

Fenix 2638 Titanio Doha

Fenix 0030 Bianco Alaska

Fenix 0725 Grigio Efeso

Frame Finishes Power LightingTop Finishes
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